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content & style guidelines



usefulness (adj.) - the quality of being 
usable or useful

good design is - at its core - usable 
and functional. it gets users from 
where they are to where they need to 
be with no distractions and non-
usable components. the purpose of 
design is to solve problems in an 
efficient and meaningful way. being 
usable is just that: a testament to 
functionality above all things. consistency is important 

because it creates trust.

principlesdesign

simplicity is key.

good design is useful.

good design is intuitive. 
it makes sense.

the best designs are long lasting.

freedom from complexity: simplicity 
promises the fastest, easiest possible 
way to get the user to where they 
need to be.

an effective design has to make 
sense to users and allow them to 
complete tasks effectively. how do 
we determine this? testing! reiterating 
and testing are two components of a 
never ending cycle of design that 
ensures users, above all, are able to 
make sense of design decisions. 

consistency is the cornerstone of 
good design: it’s one of the most 
important components in ensuring 
trust in the product. this box is an 
example of what not to do. why’s 
the title below the text unlike the 
other boxes?! 

when we create designs, we don’t create them to be useful, engaging, and 
functional just for this month or this year. our designs are created to outlast 
what is trendy or fashionable, to be long-lasting solutions for users.



color 
&typography

#762123
primary_red

#430000 #C36E70

primary_blue
#00244D

#668AB3 #99BDE6 #99BDE6

black
#000000

light grey
#C9C5C5

beige
#F7F4ED

white
#FFFFFF



color 
&typography

H1 - Gentium Basic 40 px Color: #000000
if on dark background, use this color: #FFFFFF

Heading 1
Gentium Basic
Font size: 36px
Line height: 58px
Paragraph height: 15px
Color: 000000

H2 - Gentium Basic 32 px Color: #000000
Heading 2
Gentium Basic
Font size: 32px
Line height: 38px
Paragraph height: 15px
Color: 000000

H3 - Gentium Basic 25px Color: #335780

Heading 3
Gentium Basic
Font size: 25px
Line height: 30px
Paragraph height: 15px
Color: 335780

H4 - Gentium Basic 20 px Color: #335780
Heading 4
Gentium Basic
Font size: 20px
Line height: 27px
Paragraph height: 15px
Color: 335780

H5 - GENTIUM BASIC 21 px Color: #000000 - AUTHOR NAME/DATE

Author & Date
Gentium Basic
Font size: 21px
Line height: 27px
Paragraph height: 15px
Color: 000000

H6 - Helvetica Neue15px Color: black - Paragraph Text

Heading 6
Helvetica Neue
Font size: 15 px
Line height: 20px
Paragraph height: 15px
Color: 000000



• Type something

the hero image is the large banner image, prominently placed 
in the center of the webpage. 
this is an excellent opportunity for the center to draw attention 
to the new, exciting events and happenings at CHS.

do:
• a strong call to action paired with an interesting, eye-catching image 

that encourages users to click to read more
• brightly colored images of U.S. CHS, Greece CHS, Hellenic World, 

or CHS community
• use short, attention catching phrases. some examples: “meet the 

new fellows” “apply for internships by 3/28”, or “experience Delphi 
through an intern’s eyes”

homepage: hero image 

• request that the user to accomplish something—click, sign up, be on 
the lookout for, etc.—don’t just let them skim the hero Image and 
move on!

here’s an example of 
a great hero image: 
strong picture, 
strong call to action, 
and exciting 
language!



avoid spelling errors - 
especially on the 
homepage!

homepage: hero image 

great use of powerful 
imagery to draw users 
in to the website
this is short and 
sweet, but where is 
the call to action? this 
text doesn’t demand 
any further action of 
users.

short and sweet: not 
too much text, concise 
and clearly worded

strong, relevant imagery portrays CHS’ 
beautiful campus in HD resolution, 
drawing users in

don’t:
• leave items on the homepage that are no longer relevant (cancelled/

delayed programming, past due dates)
• use low quality imagery or difficult to understand images
• use images that distract users from the text: the two should complement 

each other as best as possible
• try to provide all the information about the event in the title. the goal is to draw 

users in, not give them everything there is to see up front! 

strong call to action

the image should 
be saved as JPEG, 
and be in full 
resolution. always 
full resolution. 

note:



do:
• highlight all types of CHS-related events: CHS U.S., CHS Greece, 

seminars, workshops, local area Hellenic/Classical events, CHS 
community events, registration deadlines

• post events within two weeks prior to their occurrences
• provide a brief description that includes what makes it exciting and 

special, where it takes place, and when it is
• include a relevant, colorful, attention-grabbing image with it that would 

compel someone to want to click on it even if there was no text next to it
• keep it short!

the upcoming events section is a card on the homepage 
that will highlight all the upcoming events and signifcant dates 
related to CHS. this space is not exclusive to the center only: 
events related to and held by affiliates of CHS as well.

homepage: events 

interesting, relevant picture
engaging, exciting 

description draws 
users to find out 
more about the 
program

succinct, concise title



kind of do this. needs a better 
picture and more exciting 
text, though

do this

don’t do this

don’t:
• leave ongoing events in this section long term
• leave events up past occurrence 
• use images that do not relate to the event in question, or are unappealing
• use flat vocabulary instead of exciting, engaging language 

this text seems to be pulled 
from a standard 
description that does 
little to draw 
excitement from the 
audience

this title could be clearer. is this an 
event? an exhibition? a program?

this image is blurry and unclear, and it is black 
and white. maybe a colored alternative 
would be more eye-catching

homepage: events 



don’t:
• repeat events or information in one of the other homepage 

sections
• use both icons and images on the three cards at the same time: pick 

one or the other
• leave up any one item for more than a week - can always take it down 

and replace it later if it’s not time-sensitive)

do:
• share items of interest to the Hellenic/Classical community ranging 

from small items of news, information about the center and its affiliates, 
links to special social media posts, etc.

• use this section to create a sense of community by pulling together items 
for and about fellows, interns, Sunoikisis, Heroes X, Hour 25, Kleos, as 
well as CHS U.S. and CHS Greece

• post opportunities for users to get involved: for example, collaborations, 
internships, volunteering, peer reviewing, etc.

the community section is a card on the homepage that will 
highlight all opportunities to increase a sense of community 
amongst past, present, and upcoming CHS community 
members. the idea is this is a place they will come to connect 
not only with the center, but also with each other.

homepage: community 

note: all the image and text specifications from events apply here: clear, concise 
text with a strong call to action, and images that are relevant and exciting,



the image should 
be saved as JPEG, 
and be in full 
resolution. always 
full resolution. 

this space should be optimized with a summary of the text, not  
a random culmination of sentences related to the topic

a relevant book cover 
attached

don’t:
• commit to using the full name of the book if it’s very long
• just use the first few lines of the text in the text section instead of a 

summary of the text
• leave one book up for more than a month (feature another book- even if 

it’s older- to mix things up even if there aren’t new publications)

do:
• remember to use enthusiastic vocabulary that makes a user want 

to read the book 
• ensure there is a good cover image for each highlighted book
• write a summary for the text section!

///

the publications section is a card on the homepage that will 
highlight the Hellenic Studies Series in particular, as well as 
the additional publications that exist on the CHS website 
online.

homepage: publications 



do:
• highlight all of the types of videos on the CHS YouTube channel 

(event, workshops, seminars, teaching videos, promo videos, etc)
• change the videos regularly
• make sure that the still image used for the video conveys that a given 

video is unique
• for the thumbnail: capture a smiling shot of the members of the video to 

place as the thumbnail, or to create a title screen overlay that is unique 
to each series of video that has the series title clearly and concisely 
portrayed.

///

the video section is a card on the homepage that will 
highlight the most recent videos that the center has released. 
it will link to the CHS YouTube page that will allow users to 
see the other videos as well.

homepage: videos 

This video is highlighting 
exciting, new content, 
but it has a thumbnail 
that doesn’t convey 
what the video is about, 
nor does it draw 
potential viewers in.



• let a video stay up that YouTube has accidentally blocked
• regularly put up videos with still images that are not noticeably different 

from each other
• pay special attention to the cover photo/still image placed in the video 

to ensure its not one that is neglecting an opportunity to invite users to 
watch a new CHS video!

don’t:

these images are either compelling on their own, or they convey what the 
video is going to portray via a strong title/imagery.

homepage: videos 

what are some examples of good video thumbnails?



the image should 
be saved as JPEG, 
and be in full 
resolution. always 
full resolution. 

these titles should be attention-grabbing 
lines that entice readers to click 
on them to discover more

this preview should be a 
summarized 1-2 line 
description of the article

don’t:
• just use the first sentence of the blog in the text box!
• forget to input the date of each publication as it is uploaded
• upload any other type of publication besides classical inquiries in this 

specific section

do:
• update this section regularly and manually
• encourage short, evocative titles
• use attention catching summaries that convey the overall reason for the blog
• try to vary the publication of the blogs so there is a mix of themes
• use a short summary that conveys why the blog is worth reading and what it is 

about

///

the classical inquiries section is a card on the homepage 
that will highlight the most recent articles on this publication 
project website.

classical inquiries 



don’t:
• make it unclear if the subject of the page is currently active or not
• bury the current or useful information at the bottom or a few links in—put additional, 

optional details or past information there
• have long paragraphs or many paragraphs of text without headers highlighting the 

content—makes it difficult for users to scan

• read all of your content with a critical eye—is it important and essential to a CHS website user 
or is it there because the information exists?

• highlight the current status of a program or collaboration first on the page, then give context if 
needed, then previous years’ information as necessary

• make sure the purpose of the item or page—why it should be important or relevant to the user
—is first

• make sure there is consistency with the submenu organization and naming
• split pages of text with headings and subheadings and short paragraphs
• set off WHEN, WHERE, WHO, HOW, DEADLINES, WHAT as appropriate to the content at the 

top
• incorporate relevant, high-quality images regularly

content 
strategy general guidelines

do:

“Content that understands its audience will be 
good content. Content that doesn’t, can’t be.”

- Doug Kessler




